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Abstract~A generali~atlon of the Leontief and the Gale type model is presented inthe paper. Some 
of the assumptions are of the Leontid type, some of them of the Gale type, and some, concerning 
capital and employment, differ from those of the two authors. 
The paper is divided into two parts. In the fast one, the technolosical trmmformation, feasible, 
effective sad optimal processes of growth are defined. A theorem which is proved there states that 
in long time horluon the optimal processes of growth in the non-stationary model are convergent to 
the set of effective--over infinite time horiffionDproceeses. 
In the second part there is given a so called "weak" turnpike theorem for the stationary model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A model of economic growth presented below refers to  the dynamic Leontief-Gale type models. 
The difference resolves itself into assumptions concerning production factors of growth (capital 
and labour), which do not appeare neither in the Leontief nor in the Gale model. The economy 
described by the model is supposed to ma.ximise the utility of consumption over a given time 
horizon. 
The first part of the paper is based on [1]. In Sections 2-5, there is presented a non-stationary 
variant of the model (NS-model), on the basis of which feasible, efficient and optimal processes of 
growth are defined and some properties of them are discussed. A theorem given there states that, 
within infinite time span, the optimal processes are convergent to the set of efficient processes. 
The second part is based on [2-4]. In Sections 6-8, a stationary variant of the model (S-model) 
is considered, for which a ~weak" turnpike theorem is proved. 
2. NS-MODEL 
The model to be considered involves n goods, numbered from 1 to n. Every good is produced 
by one and only one sector of the economy. The economy described by the model is subject to 
the following assumptions. 
(A) TECHNOLOGY. The z is given a sequence of technological transformations (mappings) Tt : 
R~ x/;.+ --, 2"q$ (t - 0, 1 , . . . , t l )  such that 
z, E ~(k, ,  z,), (1) 
where ( is a time index; ]~t, zt--stsnd for n-dhnensional (column), non-negative vectors of capita] 
stock and output (by sectors) in period ~; zt--stands for labour in period t. Equation (1) describes 
technological pcasibility of the economy in periods t - 0, 1 , . . . ,  h .  
The technological transformation satisfies the following assumptions for any t 
10 Tt(o/~, az) - aTt(k, z) for any/c >__ 0 and z, ~ _> 0. 
20 Tt(k 1 , z l) + Tt(k 2, z 2) C Tt(k ] +/:~, zx + z 2) for any  k x , k 2 >_. 0 and  z x , z ~ >_. O. 
3 ° Tt(0, z) = Tt(k, 0) = (0} for any k _> 0 and z _> 0. 
4* z E Tt(k, z) implies z'  E Tt(/:, z) for any nonnegative z' < z. 
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5 0 z E T~(h, z) implies z E Tt(t', z') for any k' >/~ and z' _> z. 
6 ° T~(t ,z)  C T~+~(t,z) for any/: > 0 and z > 0. 
7 ° Tt(k, z) is closed set in R" for any/c _> 0 and z > 0. 
8 0 Tt(h,z) is an upper semicontinuous mapping, i.e., z i E T,(ki,z i) for i = 1,2,... 
(/:i, z ' ,z i) -~ (k, ~,~) implies ~ E Tt(k, g'). 
(B) BALANCE EQUATION. The Leontief-type balance takes the following form: 
and 
=, = Atz, + Sfi, + c,, (~) 
where A,, St -s tand for (n x n) semipmitive matrices of coefficients of direct current input 
requirements (technical f ow coefficients) and of sectoral structure of investment, respectively, in 
period t (~-~i sO* = I for all j,t); c~--stands for deliveries to consumption i period t;/ ,--stands 
for investment requirement in period t. 
Matrices A, (t = 0, I , . . . ,  ix) satisfy the additional assumption 
9 ° A, is productive and (E - A,) - I  > 0 (E stands for the unit matrix). 
(C) CONSUMPTION AND EMPLOYMENT. A trajectory {c_,}~'_ 0 of "minimal norm~ ofeomumption 
per capita (p.c.) is known, i.e., that the following inequality holds: 
c, _> ~t,, (3) 
where l, stands for population in period t. Labour force, z,, is a share of population, 
• , = ~d,.  (4) 
Activity rate, ~t, is such a real number that 0 < ~t < 1 for each t. 
(D) CAPITAL. The capital stock in period t + 1 depends on the stock and investment in the 
previous period, 
t,+1 = (E - ¢,) t ,  + 6,i,, (5) 
where G, 6t stand for diagonal matrices of capital depreciation coefficients, ~t (0 < G* < I; 
i = 1, 2,... n), and of ratios of (gross) increase in capital stock to investment, 6it (~t, > 0; 
i = 1,2,. . . ,n).  
Finally, let us also assume that the capital stock do not decrease, 
/~kt --" ]ft-t-1 --  ]ft __~ 0 (t --" 0, 1 , . . . ,  tX). (6) 
3. FEASIBLE PROCESSES OF GROWTH 
Let k ° > 0 be a given vector of initial capita/stock in period t = 0, 
k0 = k °. (7) 
ti DEFINITION 1. Non-negative solution {it, kt,xt,ct)t=o to system (1)--(7) will be called (k°, t t )  -
feasih/e process ofsrowth. 
We assume that system (1)-(7) has a solution for any t; (M well as for t; = co). Suppme for 
example that l, =/°(1 + A), ~ = _c, A, = A, crt = ~r, ¢, = (, 6, = S (t = 0, 1,... ,tl _< co). If the 
following condition is fulfilled 
f~k ° + (E - A)-X_c I ° E To(k°,~l°), 
where f~ - (E - A ) -xS6-1(AE  + (), then the solution of this system exists. 
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Let t >_ 0 be a given period and Xko,t be a set of outputs, z,, in all the (k°,tl)-feasible 
processes of growth. Similarly, let K~°:, I~o,t and C~.: be sets of capital stock, investment and 
consumption, respectively, in all the (/c °, t)-feasible processes of growth, 
f 
X~o, = i z [ z 6 Tt(/~t, zt), k, = (E - (t-l) ]gt-I + 6t--lit--l, 
S,-ait-I e [0,(E - At-,)zt-a -c_t_ilt-a], 
zt_1 6 X~o,t-,,kt > kt-a,kt-I 6 Kko,,_i } fort>_ I; 
X~o,o = To(k°, zo); 
K~oa = { k[/~ = (E -  G-a)/~t-~ + ~,-1it-1, k >__ kt_~,k,_l 6 K~°,t-~, 
e [0, (E - At_a) zt_ a - _c,_11,_i] , Zt-a e Xk%t_l  } s,_a~,_a 
K~,°,o = {k°}; 
fort_> 1; 
i l i > 6;'1¢t kt, S, i  E [0, (E  - At) z,  - ~ it], kt 6 Kko:,  zt 6 Xko:  } 
{c lc6[ ; _ , l t , (E -At )z t -S ,  i t ] , z teXk°t ,  i t6 Ik° , t}  for ~ _> 0. 
for t >_ 0; 
LEMMA 1. Sets Xko,t, Kk°:, Iko,t and Cko,t are convex and compact (closed and bounded). 
PROOF. (a) Convexity. Set Xko,0 is convex by Assumptions 1" and 2 0 . Let z x , z 2 6 Xk°,, for t _> 
1. There exist such ( k*, 0-feasible processes { iJe, kJo, ~e, cJe } ~=0 which fulfill Assumptions (1)-(7) 
for O = 0, 1,. . .  ,t and equation z~ = zJ for j = 1,2. Let 
• e = ~ ~ + (1 - ~) ~,  
io  = a i~ + (1 - ~) i~,  
co = ~ c~ + (1 - ~) c~, 
(*) 
for a 6 (0, 1). Putting the above to (1)-(7), we conclude, under Assumptions 1"-9", that sys- 
tem (*) generates a (kO,t)-feasible process of growth, i.e., zt = az  1 + (1 -a )z  2 E Xk°,t. 
Convexity of set Kko,t may be proved in a similar manner. 
Let i 1, i 2 6 Ik°,t for t > 0. There exist such vectors k a, k 2 6 Kk°: and z a, z 2 6 Xto,t that 
i j >_671(~,k j, S,i j6[O,(E-A,)zj-c_'I`] fo r j= l ,2 .  
Sets Kko,z, Xk°:  are convex, so 
k = ak 1 + (1 - c~)/c 2 6 Kko,~, 
z = az  1 + (1 -  ~)z 2 6 Xko:,  
ai 1 + (1 - a) i 2 _> ~'IGIc , 
S,[ai 1 + (1 - a) i 2] E [0, (E - A,) z - c_,l,], 
for any ~ E (0, 1). Thus set/ko,, is convex. 
Convexity of set Ck°,t may be proved similarly. 
(b) Compactness. By Assumption 7°, sets Tt(k, z) are closed in R n for any t > 0, k > 0, z > 0. 
We shall prove that they are bounded. Let as assume, on the contrary, that z i 6 Tt(k,z)-for 
tg 
i = 1,2, . . .  and z i ---. oo. (Hereinafter we assume the norm IMI = E Ix~l). Then ~i 6 Tt(~i,Ai), 
i j= l  
where 
si=__l__l k i ~ i= 1 ~0,  ~i 1 zi ' 
II~fll "" o, ~z  , = ~ II,¢ll = 1, 
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and there exists subsequence {~)~°=1 converging to a vector ~ > 0, I~[[ -- 1. By Assumption 8°, 
0 ~ ~E Tt(0, 0), what contradicts Assumption 3°. 
Set -Kko,0 is finite, that is why it is compact. Compactness of Xko,t, Iko,t, Cko,t and Kk.,t+l 
for t ~ 0 will be proved by induction. 
Let t - 0. Set Kk°,0 = T0(k °, z(0)) is compact by compactness of Tt(k, z). Set Ik-,~ may be 
expressed as follows 
Ik.,t = I ° n i ° ,  
where I ° = {i l l  >_ 6gl(0ko}, ]o = {i[Soi E [0, (E - A0) x - ~i°], z • Xko,0}. Halfapace I ° is a 
closed set in R n. Thus to prove compactness of It°0, compactness of [o have to be proved. 
For a given sequence {/J}~°fx of vectors i j • ~fo there exists such a sequence {~J}~°fz of vectors 
• Xt-,0 that SoiJ • [0, (E -Ao)  ~ -COP] for all j. At least one element of each column of non- 
negative matrix So is positive. Since set Xto,0 is compact, it means that exist such (convergent) 
subsequences {/Ja ~oo "~ c¢ ~ _ J z= l ,  {x: }t=l that zJ~ --* ~ • Xk°,0 and iJ~ i • [0, (E A0) ~ -col°l ,  i.e., 
I 1 
i •  I °. 
Compactness ofCko,0 may be proved in a similar manner. Set of capital stocks in period t = 1, 
K~°,t = {k [ k = (E - ¢0) k ° + 60i, i • Ik°,0}, 
is compact as a continuous transformation f compact set Ik.,0. 
Let t = O and sets Xho,o, Iko,e, Cho,o and Kko,e+t are compact. We are going to prove that 
sets Xko,e+l, Ibo,e+l, Cko,o+l and Kto,e+2 are compact as well. 
Notice, that 
K/I°,o+I -- (z [ z • To+l(k, zo+l), k • Kk°,O+l} • 
Let z i • Xk°,e+l (i = 1,2,...). There exists such a sequence {ki}~=l of capital stocks, 
k s • Kk°,e+l, that z i • To+l(ki ,ze+l) .  Set Kk°,e+l is comp~t (by assumption). Assuming 
oo for some subsequence of i oo --* {z }i=1, we get that ~ • Te+l(0, 0) for some ~ ~ 0, that IIz~'[[ I 
{z )i=1, {k )~=~ are bounded and there exist what contradicts Assumption 3°. Thus sequences ~ oo ~ oo 
convergent subsequences of outputs (zi~}~=~ and capital stocks {ki~}~°=~, such that k ~ 
Kto,o+~, zi~ --~ ~ • Te+](k, zo+~) (by Assumption 8°), i.e., ~ • X~°,e+~. 
J 
Proof of compactness of I~°,e+l is similar. Set 
={ +  o+1i0. ,  o+1 • K .,o+1,io+1 • }, 
is compact as a continuous transformation f K~.,e+t x I~*,e+~ C R 2n. | 
4. EFFECTIVE PROCESSES OF GROWTH 
DEFINITION 2. A ( k °, t ~ )-feasible process (~, k~, ~,  ~ }~0 will be called (k ° , t ~ )-effective process 
of growth, if there does not exist such a ( k ° , t ~ )-feasible growth process {~ ,k~ ,~,  c~}~=0 that 
(i) (E - A,) > (E - a , )  and < for any t; 
(ii) [(E - Av)  ~,,]i > [(E - At )  ~r]~ for at least one t' • {0, 1,... ,t,} and for all the sectors 
indexed i for which [ (E -  A~,)~,]i > O. 
An economic interpretation f the definition is as follows. A (k °, t~)-feasible process of growth 
is (k °, t~)-effective if there does not exist another feasible process of growth, using the same (or 
less) capital stock, providing at least the same output for all the periods and sectors, and greater 
for at least one period and sector. 
If there exists a (k °, t~)-feasible process of growth, then there exits a (k ° , t~)-effective process 
of growth. It follows from the fact, that any solution of the problem 
max~ ~ cit subject o /1 / - /7 /  
t----0 i=1  
is (k °, t~)-effective. (The above problem always has a solution, if system (1)-(7) does). 
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Let -ts C~.t be a set of consumption vectors in period t (0 < t < h)  in all the (k°,h)-effective 
processes of growth. 
LEMMA 2. ~h+l  -h  "~k-,, C C~,,, for any t < t, < co. 
PROOF. If system (1)-(7) has a solution, then sets ~L. ,  are non-empty. Let E E ~-~j+1 for some koJ 
t <_ tx. If so, then there exists such a (P ,  tl -~- 1)-effective process {ie, ke, ,s+s ze,Ce)effi0 that ~ -- ~. 
To prove that process {~e, ks, - ,s ~e, ce)e=0 is (k °, tx)-effective, let us assume, on the contrary, that 
there exists such a (k °, |x)-feasible process {ie, ke, ~e, ~e}~=0 which fulfilk conditions (i), (ii) of 
Definition 2. It is easy to show that process {ie, ke ,~e,  ~ ~ts+x co lo=0 where 
se = ~e fo rO=O,  1 , . . . ,h+l ,  
~e=(~o for O = 0, 1,. . . , tx,  
~0 for O = tx + 1, 
{ (E -Ao)~o-$o io  for O = 0,1,. .. ,tx, 
~e= (E -Ao)~e Sere fo rOf tx+l ,  
is (k °, h + 1)-feasible, and 
(E -Ao)~e~_(E -Ao)~o,  ie ~ ~e for O = 0, 1 , . . . , t l  + 1, 
[ (E -At , )  ~,,], > [ (E -A , , )  }t,], for some t' E {0,1,.. .  ,h} and such an i, that [ (E -A , , )  z,,], > 0. 
Hence, process {~o, ko , -  - t~+l =o,¢o}offi0 is not (k°,t, + 1)-etfective, which clearly contradicts the 
- is ~ ,s+l  -,~ assumption. Thus ~, = ~ ~ C~.,,, i.e., vp , ,  C C~.,,. I 
Lemma 2 will also be valid, " -~s if C ., will be substituted for 
= C~.,, or c is a limit point of -,s in a"}. 
From inclusion -" =,s C~., C Ct . ,  and compactness of C~o,, (Lemma 1) the inclusion C~.~ C Cp,,  
='1 follows for any t _~ t~ < co. Thus, sets C~.,,(t _~ tx) are compact, as closed subsets of compact 
sets, and 
are compact for l ~ 0. 
Products of closings C~o,, of sets C~o,, (for ~" ~ t) are non-empty. It is worth noticing that sets 
C~ko, may not have this property; in other words, it may not exist any (k °, vo)-effective process 
generated by C~o,,. 
5. OPT IMAL PROCESSES OF GROWTH 
Let ut :/~+ --* R~ be a continuous, nonnegative, increasing and concave utility function defined 
on all nonnegative vectors of consumption p.c. in period t. 
DEFINITION 3. A ( k ° , t 1)-feasible process {i;, k~, z~, c~ }~L0 will be called (u, k ° , t x)-optima] pro- 
tess of growth, ff 
Eu, >Eu, r,, ,=0 \ I, ) ,=0 
for all feasible process {i,, k,, z,, c,}~_0 . 
Let us define a distance d between a vector z E R n and a set of vectors X C R" as 
n 
where, as before, Ilzll- E Iz, I. 
i=1 
d(z,X)  = inf - ~11, 
yEX 
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THP.OItEM 1. Let ¢~(tl) be a vector of consumption in (u,k°,tl)-Optimal process of growth in a 
period t E {0, 1 .. . .  , t l ) .  Then 
• , ~OO 
tl'...wa d(ct (tl), Ok.,,) = O. 
PROOF. Every (u, k s, tl)-optimal process is, clearly, (k s , tl)-effective. Contrary to the assertion, 
OO let us assume that there exists such a number ~ > 0, a period t, and a sequence {t~}~=z. t~ > t, 
ti --* co that 
i 
tt ~OO d(ct C .,J _> e. 
~t i  If a solution of system (1)-(7) exists, then sets Ckot , C~.,t 
ko,t C C~o,t (by Lemma 2). Thus, sets 
~" {c ~ ' 'E  ~}.  c..,, I _> 
~I  d-I-I 1% "~| i  ( i -  1,2,...  ) are nonempty, compact and, moreover, (;ko,sLcj C Ck° t(~). It means that 
= i=alc.. 
is nonempty set, what clearly contradicts he assumption. 
are nonempty, compact and 
I 
In particular, if sets t~.,, - __~°tt~'~kk°,t arenonempty for t > 0, i.e., if (k°, oo)-effective st process 
exists, then 
* --OO . ~OO 
d(ct (tl), C~..t) = d(ct (tl), C,..t). 
i,e., within long time horizon optimal trajectories of consumption are convergent to the set of 
trajectories of consumption ofall (k °, oo)-effective processes of growth. SLmilar property possess 
optimal trajectories of capital stock and output. 
6. S-MODEL 
Theorem 1 concerns a "local" stability of optimal trajectories starting with the same capital 
as (k°,oo)-effective processes do. Unfortunately, it is practically impossible to compute such 
processes, taken for a "norm" of economic growth. 
The following part of the paper is devoted to "global" stability of optimal trajectories ( tarting 
with any initial capital) in stationary model• The theorem proved further on makes peuibte the 
computation of the turnpike on the basis of available statistical data. 
Let us consider growth model (1)-(7), in which Tt(., .) - T(., .), At - A, St - S, ~ - c, ¢rl - o, 
(t - ( ,  6t - 6, It - P(1 Jr ~)t, where A stands for a positive rate of growth of employment. Let 
the above mentioned transformations, matrices, vectors and scalars fulfill all the amumptions 
previously formulated. (Assumption 6 o is fulfilled trivially). 
Instead of (6), a stronger condition of the growth of capital stock by sectors is considered in 
this model, 
_  kt. 
The condition states that the rate of growth of capital (in every sector of the economy) is equal 
to or greater than the rate of growth of employment. 
In other words, we deal with the following model of economic growth: 
zt ~ T(kt,  zt), 
zt "- Az t  +S i t  +ct ,  
Ct ~_ c_lt, 
It = !°(1 + 
zt = crlt, (t = 0,1,. . . ,  t1), 
kt+z = (E - ¢) kt + 6 it, 
Akt _> A kt, 
ko - k °. 
(s) 
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|1 A solution {it, kt, zt, ct}t=0 of system (8), alike that of (1)-(7), k called (ko,h)-femible pro- 
- tt ce~ of growth (in model (8)). A sequence {h}tffi0 in (k*,h)-feuible procem is called (k ' , t l ) -  
~tlt femible trajectory of investment, s sequence { t tt=0 is called (k °, tt)-fe~ible trajectory of capital 
stock, etc. 
7. BALANCED PROCESSES OF GROWTH 
DEFINITION 4. A solution {it, kt, zt, c~}~0 of system (8), defined for tl = co, over the set of all 
natural number, in which 
kt = k*(1 + Ai') t, 
zt = z*(1 + A") t, 
for some Ak > 0 and Az > 0 wi//be called balanced process of growth. 
LEMMA 3. /n balanced processes of growth investment, capital stock, output and consumption 
trajectories are charncterized with the same positive rate equal to the rate of growth of employ- 
ment. 
PI~OOF. Let {it,kt,zt,c~)t~o be a balanced growth process in which the trajectories kt - 
k°(1 + At) t, zt -- z°(1 + Affi)t; A k > 0, A z > 0. It follows from equation (5), by constant 
matrices (t, St, that 
k°(1 + A t) = (E - () k" + (1 + Ak)-t6it, 
for any t _> 0. As det 6 ~ 0, in the process of balanced growth rate of investment is equal to the 
rate of capital stock, i.e., 
it = i*(1 + Ak) t, 
where 
io = 6-~(Ak E + ¢) ko > 0. 
Putting zt = x*(1 + Az) t, it = i0(1 + Ak) t into balance quation 
zt = Azt + Sit + ct, (*) 
and taking into consideration that et >_ _c/°(1 + A) t the following inequality is obtained 
( lq'Ak]t -o{ I+A 
"° -a ' °  tl-7- J " 
This inequality holds for any t ~_ 0 if rates A, A x, A t satisfy the condition: A z >_ max{A,Ak}. 
As zt E T(kt, zt), by Assumption 1°, 
zOET[ko f l+Ak~t  ( I+A~ t] (**) 
\ i-~-~j ' 6r \ I+A, , /  ' 
for any t _> 0. T(., .) is upper semicontinuous mapping, then it results from inclusion (**) that 
0 ~ z ° e T(0, 0) for A ~ > max{A, Ak}, 
which contradicts Assumption 3°. Thus A = = max{~,Ak). If A ~ A k, then either 0 ~ z ° E 
T(0, ~l °) or 0 ~ z ° E T(k °, 0), what again contradicts Assumption 3°. Finally, A = -- A h = A and 
we may conclude from (*) that the consumption trajectory in balanced proce~ of growth is as 
follows 
ct = c°(1 + A) t, 
where e* - ( E - A) z ° - Si ° >_ c. II 
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Let u : R~ -* P~ be stationary, continuous, nonneSstive, incnmsing and coacave utility 
function defined on non-neptive vecten of consumption. Let us comfider the fdkzvins ps~bimn 
of maximisation of the utility function, in a given period t over the set of all the processes of 
balanced growth starting with any initial capital ko ~_ 0: 
subject o 
Under Assumptions 10-9" 
subject o 
max.  , (0) 
=e ¢ T(ke,  =e), 
ze = Aze + Sie + ce, 
ke+1 = (E - ()  ke + 6ie, 
ce >_ c le, 
ze  = erle, 
l e= l° ( l+~)  e, (O=0,1 , . . . , t . . . )  
ze = z°(1 + A) e, 
ke = k°(1 -I- A)e, 
is = i°(I + ~)e, 
ce - c°(1 + A) e, 
k0 >_0. 
this prob]em is equivaJent to the following problem (for f -- 0): 
(10) 
(°;-) max ,, , (11) 
z" ¢ T(k °, erk°), 
z ° = Az  ° +S i  ° +c  o , 
(1 + ~) k" = (E - 0 k" + 6i °, (12) 
c o > _el °, 
k0>O. 
The equivalence is understood as follows. If the process {~,k@,z¢,~}~=0 is a solution 
of (9)-(1_0),_then vectors ~0,~,~0,~0 constitute a solution of (11)--(12), and conversely for a 
solution io, ko ~o, ~o of (11)-(12) there exists a process of growth (is, k®, ze, c®)~=0 with trs- 
jectories 
;e = ;°(1 + ~)e, 
~e = s°(1 + ~)e, 
ke = k'(1 + ~)e, 
~0 = r ( ;  + A)e, 
satisfying (9)-(10). 
Denoting 7 = c° / l ° ,  ~ = k°/erl° and taking into account of Assumption 9°, we may rewrite 
Problems (11)-(12) in the following normalized p.c. equivalent form: 
m~u(~)  (13) 
subject o 




where fJ - (E  - A ) -xS6-z ( ,~E + ~o) > O. 
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Let K, r be sets of vectors ~, 7 fulfilling (14), i.e. 
K -- {~ >_ 0 [ (E - A)-17 • #{T(~, 1) - f/~} for some 7 >-- _c}, 
r = {7 ~_ c I (E - A)-17 • ~{T(~, 1) - ~}  for some ~ >_ 0}, 
and F. be the set of--related to them by (12)--vectors ~= z°/#/°: 
-= ---- {~ >_ 0 [,~ • T(~, 1),~ = A~ + S6-1(AE + ~1 ~ + ¢-I 7 for some ~ • K and 7 • r}. 
Let us introduce four sets 
f' = I = arg 1 , 
R -- {~ • K [ (E - A)-x~ • #{T(~, 11 - f/~} for some ~ • r}, 
{~• H [~• T(~, 1), ~= A~-I- S~-I(AE + () ~ + ~-I~ for some ~ • R and ~ • r}, 
and 
{ ° } r io , t -  717-~(1+A)  - * fo rsomec•C~o,  , 
where Ck.,t stands for set of vectors of consumption i period t in all (k °, t)-feasible processes of 
growth in model (8). 
LEMMA 4. Sets K, I~, ~, ~ and r,  r ,  are compact and convex. Moreover, r#~.,t c r for any 
t>_O. 
PROOF. First we shall prove that sets K, r are compact (bounded and closed in /L~) . Let us 
i co assume that at least one of them is unbounded, i.e., there exists such a pair of sequences { K } ~=i, 
i co 
oo  or  l lv ' l l  -"" Then {*~ }i----1 from K and r ,  respectively, fulfilling (14) that either [[sil[ -~. i 
tf • T(~i,1), where [[~fn = [[~-1( E -A1-17  i+  f/~l[ -Y. oo. Hence, either set T(0,01 or set 
$ 
T(~, 01, for some ~ ~_ 0, contains non-zero vector, what contradicts Assumption 3°. 
i co If ~ --. ~ for ~ • K, then there exist such a sequence {7 }iffix in r,  that (~, 7i1 fulfills (14) 
i 
for any i. As set r is bounded, mapping T(., .) is upper semicontinuons, there exists such a 
i -  co subsequence {7 '  }jfx convergent to some vector ~ that (~,71 fulfills (14), i.e., ~ • K. 
Similarly one can prove that set r is closed. Thus sets K, r are compact as they are bounded 
and closed subsets of R n. It is easy to show, that they are convex as well. (Notice that T(~, 1) 
is convex I.
Compactness of r follows from compactness of P and continuity of utility function u(.). More- 
over, as r is convex, utility function is concave, set r is convex. 
Compactness and convexity of K follows directely from compactness and convexity of r. 
From the balance and condition of capital growth it follows that 
where 
N 
N is a compact and convex set. To show that N k convex, one hm to take into consideration 
Assumptions 1", 2". Compactness of N may be showed similarly to compactnem of K, r.  
Set ~ is a linear transformation of convex and compact set (N), that is why ~ is convex and 
compact. Simi!arly, ~- is a convex and compact set as the same linear transformation f N C N, 
where N stands for compact and convex set of vectors (~) ,  solutions to Problems (13)-(14). 
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Let 7 ~ Ft.,,. There exits  such a (/f,t)-feuible proesm {ie,/~,ze,e.e}~=o that 
c~/l°( 1 + A) ~ = 7. Let in period t 
~, = ~-~O,E + ¢) ~, (_< ~,), 
and 
~, = (E  - A) -~(S~,  + c,) (<_ z,). 
Then, by Assumptions 1 o, 4 °, and 9 0 there exists a balanced growth process {~o, l:o,ze,co}~=0 
with the trajectories 
G = i0(1 + ~)o, to = ~'(1 + ~)e,  
~e = =°(z + ~)e, ~e = c°(1 + ~)e,  (*) 
and initial capital stock ~o = (1 + A)-'k~, investment to= (1 + A)-ti,, output ~o = (1 + A)-t~, 
and consumption 6o = (1 + A)-~c,, respectively. Corresponding to (*) trajectory of consumption 
p.c., {qe}~'=0 takes the form 
6e ¢e=~=7_>c,  
for any e _> O. Thus 7 ~ F, i.e., Ft.,~ C F. II 
8. TURNPIKE  THEOREM 
DEFINITON 5. The balanced process of growth {~t, ~:t, zt, et}~°_-0 in which 
elf 
~---~ =~e ~, 
~rlt 
will be called optimal stationary process of ~p, owth or rump/ks process of growth; halffines 
{~, ~ > 0}, {~,  ~ > 0}, {~,  ~ > 0}, 
where ~ E K, 6 E ~, ~ E F are cal/ed capital, production and consumption turnp/ke, respectively. 
Let  {i~ * * t, , kt, zt,  e~ }trio be a solution of the following problem 
',() Ct, 
max E u ~ subject o (8). 
t=0 
The following theorem states that optimal processes of growth are stable in the neighbourhood 
of turnpike. 
{b,kt,zt,ct}t=o that 7v THKOILlgM 2. / fthere exwts such a (k°,t')-feasible process of growth " z' = 
cv//v E F for some t' < co, then for any e > 0 there exists such a number ! that the number of 
periods in wh/ch at/east one of the following inequalities holds 
d(~,  I~) > e, d(6~, ~.) >_ 6, d(7~, F) _> c, (*) 
where ~ = k~/¢lt, G - z~/~lt, 7~ = c~/It, does not exceed I. Moreover, the number ! does not 
depend an the length tz of the time horizon {0, 1,...  ,tz}. 
PROOF. Let • be a Positive number and tz >_ t'. Let us assume, that in every of I' periods 
1"1,~, .,~, at least one of the inequalities in (*) holds. Under Assumption 1°-9 ° sets 
I~(e) = {~ ~ K I d(~, S:) _> ~), 
~(e) = {6 ~ ---I d(6, ~-) _> ~}, 
['(~) - {~, G r I d(7, P) > e} 
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are compact and closed subsets of the compact sets K, E, r.  Thus there exist such positive 
numbers el, e2, es, that ~i < u -  e, (i = 1, 2, 3), where 
= max u(7),.cer ul = ~¢p(,)u(7),max 
fi2 = max u(7), subject to (14) and : ~ E I~, 
fis = maxu(7), subject to (14) and : f~  + #-X(E - A)-X7 E -~(f). 
Let f '  = mini fi. By assumption, there exists a (ka,t')-feasible process of growth 
{ it , kt , zt  , ct } ~'=o in which 7t' = cv / le ~ r .  That means that ~t, = kt, / ~It, ~ K,  ~t, = x,, / ~l,, ~ ~- 
and the process {it, kt, zt, ct)t=0 with trajectories 
f it fort _< t', 
t t=~i t , ( l+A)  t-t'  fo r t>t  °, 
kt = { kt for t _< t', 
kt,(l+ A) t-t' fort > t °, 
zt fort _< t °, 
~t = z t , ( l+A)  t-t' fort >t ' ,  
{ct for t < t', 
~t = ct,(l+ A) t-t' fort > t', 
is a (kO,tl)-feaBible one. Utility function u(.) is nonnegative and rt.,t c r, so (tl - t') ~ <_ 
tl 
u(7~) <_ (tl + 1 - l') fi + l'(~ - g). After simple transformations, we obtain the inequality 
t=0 
_< (t' + I) i o 
This inequality holds for tl >_. t ~. For completion of the proof, let us choose number I as the 
least natural number greater than max {t', (t' + 1) fi/g}. II 
The proof of Theorem 2 is a constructive one. On the basis of the theorem, it is possible 
to compute the turnpike assuming an analytical form of utility function and of technological 
transformation. 
In Theorem 2, stationarity of economic process is assumed. Turnpike theorems for nonsta- 
tionary models of economic growth are rather rare (e.g., [5-8]). It is probably a result of great 
mathematical complexity of such models. In this field, more important results were obtained for 
two types of models: 
- with technology asymptotically convergent to a limit one, 
- with intervally constant echnology. 
In the first type of model, the turnpike is determined by the limit technology (e.g., [5]). In the 
second type of model, each succeeding technology generates its own turnpike (e.g., [7]). 
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